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The Six of Spades

The Six of Spades is the “responsibility” card. The Six of Spades is the most powerful six in the deck. As with all sixes, there is talent. The Six of Spades is one of the most talented cards in the deck. There are only 4 days one can be a Six of Spades. They are January 8, February 6, March 4 and April 2. These people are willing to bear the heaviest burdens in an effort to adjust, correct or straighten things out. They must stand for truth because the law of life is constantly seeing to it that they stay in line. Whenever these people get depressed, they do a better job at it than anyone else. They yearn for spiritual fulfillment but the ones with extreme selfishness never attain it. Their emphasis is on work/labor, health, wisdom and/or spirituality.

If you are the Six of Spades

On a subconscious level, you are the finisher of the job needing to be done, spiritual fulfillment and high in wisdom. What you are constantly becoming are major union, spiritual bonding, the diplomat and the person who can get both sides to cooperate and/or get along.

You are the fixer and if you see something wrong, you now have your divine assignment for the moment, which is fix it. You are a healer at heart and you would do well working in the health care area. It is simply your nature to solve the problem or apologize even when you’re not at fault, in order to generate harmony in your closest relationships. You have a strong sense of fiscal responsibility and you’re not afraid to work hard to catch up or move ahead financially. You are very trustworthy and you are easy to work or live with when you’re sober and authentic with people.

Deep depression can happen with you and usually stemming from a drug problem. The truth is, fear is standing in your way of finishing what you know you must do. This can occur most of the time when you take on more than you can handle. Your greatest fulfillment in life comes when you complete the job in front of you and yet your greatest assignment of all is to straighten yourself out. The Six of Spades also means “spiritual justice.” This means that the universe will never cheat you out of a dime, as long as you do your part and have faith in the laws that make our universe work.
You are more powerful than you understand yourself to be, so be careful not to be your own worst enemy. Even with the fluctuating finances at home, your money will be up at the times you most need it to be.

Your passions are financial growth, being in control, overcoming your biggest obstacles, feeling safe and sound, having spiritual protection, flirting, artistic expression and being with people who make you laugh. You want mental accomplishment, legal victory and spiritual insight or divine understanding. You love successful business negotiations, 2 or more incomes, courage and making the right choices in tough situations. Using your Personal Time-Map (www.ThePower.org) will prove to be one of the most valuable tools you will ever use in making some of your life’s most important decisions.

Your driving forces are mental creativity, inspiration, cleverness, finishing the job at hand, being a master at artistic things, being able to do 2 things simultaneously and successfully, things that make you feel appreciated by the most people, having a successful love life, popularity and possessing charisma.

Other things that drive you are overcoming financial obstacles, financial power and material gain, satisfying your sexual desire, satisfying your desire for love, attaining spiritual fulfillment and your urge to get things to work out.

You are constantly expanding in the areas of success and accomplishment in health, career or residence matters, securing peace of mind, the successful execution of your plans, playing a role in the church or spiritual community and getting both sides of the aisle to cooperate. Other areas you are growing in are achieving your own self-mastery and self-control, being cause in the matter of your own spiritual revelation, being of assistance to others, financial security and protection and being ready to take responsibility.

Your lifetime difficulties, if you allow it to happen, are deception, being ripped off or conned, offering more help than you can give, involvement with too many people, enjoying a successful love life or personal accomplishment, your own dishonesty, starting new jobs, moving into a new residence, being creative enough to cause your own transformational breakthroughs and secretive or dishonest people. Other difficulties include jealousy, being in love triangles, having 2 lovers at the same time, flirting, not finishing your work, depression, feeling emotionally secure and satisfying your driven desire for love.

Your lifetime challenge is to be satisfied with your closest relationships, believe in your intimate relationship with the divine, know that you will always satisfy your desire for love (the more love you put out, the more you will get back, is the law), to stay inspired, have financial
creativity when you are successful and keep your attention on your top priorities. Other challenges include knowing that your life is destined to succeed in anything you apply yourself to and overcoming fear (especially fear of betrayal. You must refrain from drug and/or alcohol abuse and don’t be afraid to communicate whenever big problems come up.

Your most compatible cards are the Four of Clubs, Three of Spades, Queen of Clubs, Seven of Spades, Ten of Spades, Eight of Diamonds, Two of Spades, Five of Clubs, Jack of Spades and Nine of Spades.

Famous Six of Spades people are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dana Carvey</th>
<th>Marvin Gaye</th>
<th>President Ronald Reagan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tom Brokaw</td>
<td>Fabian</td>
<td>Miriam Makeba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddy Ebsen</td>
<td>Ami Dolenz</td>
<td>Natalie Cole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elvis Presley</td>
<td>Shirley Bassey</td>
<td>Bob Marley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Bowie</td>
<td>Soopy Sales</td>
<td>Babe Ruth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Osgood</td>
<td>Larry Storch</td>
<td>Rip Torn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yvette Mimieux</td>
<td>Axl Rose</td>
<td>Zsa Zsa Gabor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The 4 Games of Life

Introducing the Personal Time-Map System

Available Exclusively at www.ThePower.org

“If you don’t play to win then get out of the game.”

To accomplish total and complete fulfillment we must win these 4 Games of Life:

1) The Emotional Game ♥
2) The Mental Game ♣
3) The Financial Game ♦
4) The Spiritual Game ♠
In the same way that there is a mathematical structure underlying the perfect order of all planetary movement and the punctual sunrise is the same mathematical way that we get the cards we are dealt each day of our life.

Right now if you want to see the cards that Life has dealt to you then go to www.ThePower.org and you will see them on your Personal Time-Map. Your Time-Map covers a FULL YEAR and costs less than 60 cents/week for unlimited use.

You cannot play to win if you don’t know the cards you are dealt.

The hand or cards you are dealt reveal the people and influences that are present in your life right now. Your Personal Prophecy will result from the choices you make or direction you take. Now you can see your Time-Map anytime on your computer screen and know what your directional choices are so that you can move towards the people and things that support what you seek to accomplish.

Your Time-Map provides Illuminated Directional Guidance to put you at superior advantage over your situation or circumstance to give you the best chance at winning all 4 games of your life. It is also fun, interactive and so simple that an 8 year old can explain the 2 easy instructions on how to use it.

Since you never drive in the dark without using headlights is the same exact reason why you should never live in the dark without using your Personal Time-Map. Now that you are fortunate enough to know this truth that will set you free means you no longer have any excuse for why you are not winning the game.

♥ ♣ ♦ ♠

Get THE POWER you need at www.ThePower.org